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(57) 11 minutes: Sit like yogi wet round with come on
massage your hand
Open your wings
Neuron of the brain have the capacity
Put your hands in the exact in this angle
This is you ego, this is your Jupiter, this Saturn
Have to produce this shock
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, in going to response
Just change arc-line
13:20 Inhale deep tight old the breath concentrate in the
palm of the hand exhale ,,, inhale deep relax

Go in the baby pose, 11 minutes: fast get in baby pose
and sleep, baby pose is difficult, ma today is practical, sleep, relax, relax, live the body plain experience …(17)… start play
walking of the mountain ……. …. Relax ……. Don’t faito be tense, feel god is with you, light get light in true
your spine ….. (24,20 ) Yogi Bhajan start play the gong …… see the sound in the head

24 slowly Rise Up…stretch your hands and 11 minutes: Sit on your heals,
see the sound at the center on your eyes
...Gong is played in the class. Sit comfortably and start meditating and
concentrate of the navel point, concentrate at the heart center push, push,
push,…. concentrate, bring energies at the navel point and the womb of the
mater …… concentrate at the heart center ……. (34:50) start flatting in the
space
YB: Penetrate and exhale.(36:19) (Tape 11 minutes: "Wahe Guru Sat Nam
Sat Nam Ji" is played in the class) (42:51) Copy the sound, copy the sound.
(41:50 Gong stops)
YB: (Over the music) Copy the sound (42:39) with the heartbeat. What we
are saying is great is His excellence and great is His truth. Wow, wow. Create
this sound in the heart chakra. Bring the strength from the navel and create the sound in the chest in the heart center.
Experience, open the heart center, kindness will come to you, compassion will wake up. Copy the sound at the heart center
within the ribcage where the soul is imprisoned. In the ribcage the sound has to be created in the ribcage. Don't think
just copy the sound. Carbon copy the sound in the heart center. Get going. Follow the rhythm and the frequency. Wind up the

heart center. This is the sound of the heart center. Oh my soul truth is my identity. Great is the light, great is the enlightenment,
(47:40) great is the light.
( Tape stops.)
(48:15) Inhale, inhale tight, inhale tight and now breathe very slowly, let the breath go out very slowly, extremely slowly
and inhale very slowly. Breathe at the average rate of one minute a breath. 11 minutes: Twenty seconds to inhale,
twenty seconds to hold, twenty seconds to let it go. It will clean out all illness, disease, fatigue, garbage, nonsense.
You are alive because of the breath of life. Use the breath of life in a slow potency to heal you, your mind and brighten
your soul. Breathe in slowly, consciously, hold it consciously and let it go consciously and slowly. Get to that rhythm,
control it yourself, do a excellent job. It can heal all, because it's a breath of life, which is the spirit in you, which is the
soul in you, which is actually you, alive.
What can give you life can give you health, wealth and happiness. There is no secret about it, it's a simple rule. Breathe in
very slowly, consciously, hold it consciously, let it go consciously. If you cannot do it perfect doesn't matter, don't feel guilty, try.
It will bring changes, it will irritate you, it will do kind of acupuncture, this is not a point, which will not stir up. There is no
more beautiful way to heal the hell in you. And hail the excellence it's the simple thing, it is not very secret and sacred and you
have to go to the top of Himalaya and freeze in the snow to become a yogi. Right now apply consciousness, now, this minute
the bodies are radiant, arc lines are bright, chakras are open, do it now when the iron is hot. Hit hard by slow breath, give your
body a very slow inlet, and very slow outlet and hold the breath of life. Feel it in consciousness, feel it in body, please feel by the
mind and your soul will awaken. Breath will become trigger point to give you excellence. Try it for your sake, for your
tomorrow, for your happiness.
Inhale very slow, consciously feel the breath, hold it, love it, talk to it, hug it, become friend with it, speak to it, tell him, request
him. If you are poor hold it and tell it to bring you prosperity. If you are unhappy hold it and tell it to bring you happiness, ask
any wish while holding it, respectably and consciously and in you. Then send it like a guest, slowly, consciously and then receive
it like a guest, gracefully, smilingly. Get friendly with your support system the breath of life. Your support system, your life
system, your energy, your power, your grit. You, it is you in you, introduce shake hand with it, feel it, touch it, be it. Breath of
life is God, God is breath of life.
Whenever ever you need your prayer to be answered, breathe like this and ask the breath of life to communicate with the
Creator of the breath of life to give you everything, it will take miracle, it will take miracle to happen, you will be shocked, how
well you can communicate with God. Just through the breath of life. What can give you life can give you everything. What can
give you life can give you everything, what can give you life can give you everything. Relate to it. Create a relationship. Fall in
love. Romance with it. Flirt with it. Feel it. Tell it what you want, tell it what you cannot tell anybody. Ask, open your heart, your
wishes will be granted. God is merciful only just want to hear.(55:46) The link between you and God is through the breath of
life. As breath of fire can totally clean you out, breath of life can communicate for you, it's a messenger, it's a messiah in
you, it's a link, it connects and it works. It is sacred. Breathe consciously, hold consciously and let it go consciously.
(57 Tape "Promises are hard to make" is played)
YB: (Over the tape1:01;10 ) Breathe fast the breath of fire, quick from the navel. Now the let the energy spread to every
atom in your body, quicker I want absolutely fast breath of fire. Because we let the dispose the garbage, faster please
breathe in and breathe quickly.
(Tape stops.)
(1:01;43) Inhale deep, inhale deep, inhale deep and please stretch the cat stretch while sitting. Absolutely wake up now open
your eyes don't dream anymore, come on quick. All the way back and forth like a break dance, come on get it, hold the breath
and just, just stretch every part of it. Let it go. Inhale again, hold and stretch tight. Every part of it, let it be balanced. Come on
be your own doctor, be your own healer, be your own psychic, be your own master, come on quick, hurry up, let the breath go,
don't cheat. Inhale deep, deep and hold it and now stretch. That's the most important part, that's the healing part. Come on,
move every part of the body, from toe to top just shake up the whole thing. Let it go. Inhale again deep. Relax.(1:03;03)
Well, how you feel?
Student: (---)
YB: You know you are very good, you cooperated a lot and that's why I was very kind also. My nature is that God knows the
Sun will rise tomorrow or not, if there is any God let us find it today that's the kind of person I am. I don't trust tomorrow I
don't remember yesterday. All I know is today. Yesterday have(has) no guilt for me, tomorrow has no hope for me, today I am I
am. We all have to learn the secret of happiness. We go crazy thinking about tomorrow, we feel guilty about yesterday and we
mess up today, you know that's not the way. Today here and now just be happy and happy not to show off, happy not to gain,
happy not to lose. To be happy that you are alive, moment you start relating to the breath of life you will start becoming rich,
prosperous and good.
You know all these students who call them my student, even they don't trust me, they don't believe what I say. I came twenty
years ago among them and I have built an empire. They are asking me how, didn't they see me twenty years how I worked? Was
it any secret? No, you all can be excellent, you can achieve what you want, just relate to your own breath of life, that's the God in
you. Never breathe unconsciously and never waste a breath on negativity. I have very simple rules, I don't have to give you a
sermon on the top of the mountain and in the bottom of the ocean, two things, always breathe consciously and never waste a

breath on negativity. If somebody is negative just smile away, good. If somebody abuse, you say you are wonderful, you know
how to do it, good thank you, I am sorry I don't know how to do it, fine.
Once people will know that you are conscious person, everything will come to you, everything, I mean everything. By richness
you cannot buy happiness, by health you cannot conquer happiness. There is no rule and ritual through which you can grab
happiness. Happiness come to you through kindness and compassion, compassion and kindness in dealing of you. And that will
come to you when you will breathe consciously and you won't waste breath of life for any negativity.
Somebody once met me, she said, "I am crazy, I am stupid, I am miserable."
I said, "What a mantra, wow, so be it?"
"Well, what to do?"
"You have cursed me."
I said, "Look at it, you said it I just sealed it."
(Student's laughter)
You know you want sympathy, there is other way for sympathy, don't put yourself down and shred yourself and think you will
get sympathy. No, you will not get sympathy, you will get apathy, you will get pain, you will be insulted, you will devalue
yourself, nobody will love you, nobody respect you. People love light, be bright, be bright, be brave and be beautiful. These are
the three ways to become bountiful. What did I say?
Students: (---).
YB: Speak it.
Student: Be bright, be brave, be beautiful.
YB: Don't you know that what you say you become, say it.
Student: (?)....
Side B
YB: I am bright.
Students: I am bright, I am brave, I am beautiful.
YB: Are you shy and afraid to say? God and me, me and God are one. Now with the rhythm of the heart, God and me, me
and....no, no, we'll change it today. God and me, me and God are one....
Students chant: God and me, me and God are one....
(Over the chanting...)
YB: Feel it, feel it. Packet it, heart center, heart center, put your hands on the heart. You are just somebody. Feel it here.
Hallelujah thank you, hey wonderful. You are right.
Okay now well time is up that's what you paid for.
(Student's laughter)
It is overtime twenty minutes extra free. All right there is...Okay now question is there is something over there, there is a
formula...Oh it is pretty good. It is called R thirteen, if you look at the telephone, God is thirteen, G is six, am I right?
(Student's laughter)
Anybody has a telephone number? G O D means God, that comes to thirteen. So what I did is pocketed, you look like it is a
commercial it is not. We made it yesterday and we flew it from our factory tonight and I thought you have no compulsion to buy
it and drop it, there is no nonsense about it. But if you get it, do me a favor. Take three in the morning, three capsules with hot
water, like a tea. Everything is in it, don't add anything except a simple tea. If you can put a hot water with little honey or maple
syrup that will do, or you can put, what is that low and slowed, what they call that thing?
Student: (---)
YB: Some people (?) sweet and low, but it has to be...Yeah, yeah it has to be you have to drink it like tea. Three in the morning,
three at night, six and those who have to take it you have to buy it, it is not free, there is nothing is free. There is no liberty
without labor and there is no freedom, which is free. You have to use this and let me know because that's the greatest service
you can do. We need people to experiment on themself for few days and see. Because I believe in one thing, herbs heal, doctor
diagnose.
Herbs heal?
Student: Heal.
YB: Doctor?
Student: Diagnose.
YB: And God cures.
You know it is true when I was on that surgery table and the doctors lost me and they gave me those shocks and I didn't return
and they were yelling my name I woke up and they said, "Yogiji, you are hearing me?"
I said, "I am hearing somebody is singing, not you."
(Student's laughter)
"Are you all right?"
I said, "Now I am going to be all right, I am not going to die, you do whatever you are doing."
(Student's laughter)

They were shocked and I tell these guys that you are all saints. It is your prayer, which brought me back. I was going home,
peace and square, you know, I wanted to get out of the hotel, but these guys have fallen in love with me, I don't know what they
want. So we want this, we flew this herbal mixture all the way from up north, Seattle. The idea is to pick up some of you to just
experiment just to feel its right or wrong. And if you get mad get your money back.
(Student's laughter)
Yeah, write down it doesn't work, I tried I just wasted my money please send me back and they will. This experimental thing and
just see what it does to you. Three capsules in the morning with a hot, warm, sweet water of any kind. If you believe in sugar I
don't deny what I you know that is the bad thing, so if you don't like honey use maple syrup. What else you can use?
Student: (---)
YB: Now you are getting making things complicated.
Student: (---)
YB: No, no, no just make a cup of hot water, put some sweet in it and put these three capsules and get down.
Student: (---)
YB: Just finish one bottle if you possibly can.
(Student's laughter)
No big deal. No, no, no I am not joking, you take it and see what it does. Because you have today worked in connecting the
seventh center and the fourth center, we left the sixth and the fifth, that was what we worked today in the workshop. We did it
silently, intelligently and quietly. That's IQ, quite intelligence. And now we need to rebalance the energy, I am sorry I won't be
coming again, I'll be leaving right now, but the connection has to be created, you have to feel light, healthy and energetic. That's
why I knew I was coming here so I did this myself, I called, it was surprised, it was left at the ashram we have to you know they
are coming here after 2:30 you need a helicopter to come to Claremont, you know what I mean? And these two guys have
brought them I am very grateful to them otherwise it was left over there. So I said oh my God I am going to teach and so it
came straight here, it is called yogic herbs and its number is R 13 and thirteen means GOD and take the telephone and watch
out those numbers and total it up it will come to thirteen.
You don't like thirteen? You don't? That in letters means God. And if you don't want to have it, you have no obligation
whatsoever. But if you have it be honest and write down your name, address, and your telephone number. And when you finish
this please write us on that situation only take it. We want to experiment, we want people to feel healthy, happy and holy and we
end up combining the herbs. All right? These people are surprised I have never done this commercial. That's not my way, I
finish I get up and go. But I am just changing my style because two years of sickness have taught me a lot, but for these people I
would not have been here. It is not I am alive because of my own intelligence, because of my greatness, I am alive because these
people are praying like anything and there is no way to go.
You know how long you want to live in a hotel? I have done, fifty-nine years, twenty years I have served everybody, I was ready
to go, they pulled me back so bad and tie me down I can't. So I say all right let me experiment myself, let me do certain thing,
which I know. So one of the herbs we made, today we number thirteen and I was told it's an unlucky number.
I said, "Just spell it and put the total to it and it comes to be God and it comes to be thirteen."
Three in the morning, three capsules first thing in the morning, when you brush your teeth. If you eat anything then don't take
it. Early in the morning, take three capsules and over that drink the hot sweet water. Make stomach as a kettle and I am telling
you what it is. I am just explaining to you. There are certain herbs in it in which we want to make the tea in the stomach, so we
want to put three capsules in the stomach and a cup of water, hot water, first thing in the morning. It will take exactly seven to
eleven minutes to get into your body and it will do its number. And at night, at night when you go to bed, you brush your teeth,
take three capsules again and then drink the same way. And please do us a favor, let us know how you feel.
Thank you very much. May the long time sunshine upon you all love surround you and the pure light........
The class sings: May the long time sunshine upon you....
Home, home, home thank you very much let's go home too.
Somebody lended me a watch.
Student: Oh hi.
YB: Oh my God.
Student: (?). Quick, quick.
Student: Sat Nam there is some hot yogi tea for everyone, back in this corner of the room if you would like to have some. Thank
you all for coming.

